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TITLE HARRIER RUN THIS AFTERNOON

Engineer Team Crippled But Is Still Powerful

Injuries to Bemis and Rooney Seriously Impair Beaver Chances

As the start of the season Capt. Gallo Gritti had a team with great possibilities. It was a way that made the chances for the team in the conference and the nation. But the season has not been as expected the team has been crippled by injuries to Bemis and a serious injury to Rooney. However, the team is still powerful and will be fighting hard in this last part of the season.

BEAVER REPORTED

Tuesday, the engineer team today has all about the same strength as last week. Capt. Godfrey Ends, fullback, is up in every game for the Engineers. He has been a constant starter for the team and is expected to be a constant starter in the near future. The team today, unlike last week, is a hard worker and all the players are doing their best.

COB BLGAKETTSquad promises Well This Year

The Tentative Yearling Team Shows Up Well in Practice

MEMBERS ARE ALL EXPERIENCED MEN

In the absence of Coach Boylston, Capt. Waltan conducted the freshman team through their practice routine. The first team of freshmen is expected to be a good team and to be a strong contender for the conference.

The team today practiced line by line. The first team today, consisting of the varsity, is a strong team and is expected to be a good team. The second team, consisting of the freshmen, is also a strong team and is expected to be a strong team.

From the Sports Desk

Maine and Bates will decide this afternoon for the Eastern States championship. Maine has been playing very good and has already won some games this year. Bates is expected to be a strong team and is expected to give Maine a good game.

The course for this afternoon's championship race will be different from the one used last year. The course will be shorter and will be a test of speed.

The race will start at 3 p.m. and will be run over the same course as last year. The finish line will be at the same point as last year.

A Run in An Informal Storm

An additional incentive for the Tryout

An additional incentive for the Tryout will be a battle for individual honors. Those who have been injured or who have not been able to run in previous meets will have an additional incentive to do well in this meet.

Runners from every college in the nation will be present. The meet will be held on the track at the University of Pennsylvania. The meet will be a great test for the Tryout team and will be a great test for the men who have not been able to run in previous meets.
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